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PREVENTION OF PROTEIN GLYCATION understood that the invention can be practiced with modi 
USING LYSINE SUPPLEMENTS fication and alteration , and that the invention be limited only 

by the claims and the equivalents thereof . 
RELATED APPLICATIONS 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
This application is a divisional of U.S. patent application EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVENTION 

Ser . No. 15 / 817,574 , filed on Nov. 20 , 2017 , which claims 
the benefit of U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. The present disclosure is directed towards prevention of 
62 / 581,573 , filed on Nov. 3 , 2017 , the contents of which are protein glycation using supplements containing lysine and 
incorporated herein by reference in their entireties . 10 zinc . More specifically , embodiments disclosed herein are 

directed towards methods for detecting the effectiveness of 
FIELD OF THE INVENTION lysine zinc supplements in competing with existing protein 

and lipid molecules settled within the body to reduce the 
The present disclosure is generally related to regulating number of glycated proteins and to prevent AGEs . It can be 

blood sugar levels , and more specifically , embodiments of 15 demonstrated that the supplements may interact with simple 
the present disclosure related to the prevention of protein sugars that might otherwise interact with existing protein to 
glycation using supplements containing lysine and zinc , create glycated proteins and AGEs that lead to various 
which may help reduce higher levels of glycated hemoglo chronic health problems . The effectiveness of the lysine / zinc 
bin and help prevent advanced glycation end products supplements may be measured through a bio - sample , such 
( AGE ) . 20 as blood test for hemoglobin Alc . It has been determined 

that the inclusion of zinc significantly increases the efficacy 
BACKGROUND of a supplement containing only lysine . The inclusion of 

zinc allows for the reduction in dosage / pill size with same or 
Glycation is the bonding of a simple sugar to a protein or better results . 

lipid molecule . Glycation may be either exogenous ( i.e. , 25 FIG . 1 is a diagram illustrating an example of endogenous 
outside the body ) or endogenous ( i.e. , inside the body ) . glycation . As illustrated in FIG . 1 , the absorbed simple 
Endogenous glycation mainly occurs in the bloodstream to sugars 100 may include glucose . As is known in the art , the 
absorbed simple sugars , such as glucose , fructose , and simple sugars may also include fructose and galactose . 
galactose . Glycation is the first change of these molecules in Fructose experiences up to ten times the amount of glycation 
a slow multi - step process which leads to advanced glycation 30 activity compared to glucose . As an example , FIG . 1 illus 
end products ( AGE ) . Because AGEs are irreversible end trates the structural formula for glucose . Simple sugar 100 
products of a glycation process , stopping the glycation may interact with a protein molecule 110 resulting in endog 
process before AGEs form is important . AGEs may be enous glycation 120. As an example , the general structural 
benign , but many are implicated in many age - related chronic formula for an amino acid is also illustrated in FIG . 1 . 
diseases such as diabetes , cardiovascular diseases , Alzheim- 35 Various other proteins may interact with the simple sugar 
er's disease , cancer , chronic kidney disease , atherosclerosis , 100. In another embodiment , various lipid molecules may 
peripheral neuropathy , and other sensory losses such as interact with the simple sugar 100. In particular , with 
deafness . Preventing this process may also help regulate endogenous glycation , the covalent bonding between simple 
blood sugar levels of people with diabetes . sugar 100 and protein molecule 110 may occur without the 

40 control of an enzyme . Endogenous glycation occurs mainly 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS in the bloodstream . 

Glycation 130 may be a first step before these new 
The present disclosure , in accordance with one or more molecules undergo post glycation reactions 140 , such as 

various embodiments , is described in detail with reference to Schiff base and Amadori reactions . For example , the alde 
the following figures . The drawings are provided for pur- 45 hyde group of a glucose molecule may combine with the 
poses of illustration only and merely depict typical or amino group of a L - lysine molecule , from a protein mol 
example embodiments of the invention . These drawings are ecule , to form a Schiff base . In essence , a double bond may 
provided to facilitate the reader's understanding of the be formed between the glucose’s carbon atoms and the 
invention and shall not be considered limiting of the breadth , lysine’s nitrogen atoms . The Amadori product rearranges the 
scope , or applicability of the invention . 50 formation of the Schiff base . As a result , AGEs 150 may be 

FIG . 1 is a diagram illustrating an example of endogenous formed . For example , when an Amadori product may be 
glycation , consistent with embodiments disclosed herein . oxidized , AGEs 150 are formed . While some AGEs are 

FIG . 2 is a diagram illustrating an example of glycation benign , others may contribute to cardiovascular disease , 
occurring with a supplement containing lysine and zinc , kidney disease , cancer , and other chronic diseases associated 
consistent with embodiments disclosed herein . 55 with diabetes . 

FIG . 3 is a flow chart illustrating an example method of FIG . 2 is a diagram illustrating an example of glycation 
monitoring the effectiveness of lysine / zinc supplements occurring with a supplement containing lysine and zinc . In 
from a bio - sample , consistent with embodiments disclosed this case , the simple sugars 200 interact with the lysine / zinc 
herein . supplement 210 instead of the protein molecule 110. As 

FIG . 4 is a flow chart illustrating an example method of 60 described above , Schiff bases form when the amino group of 
treating diabetes using lysine zinc supplements , consistent a lysine molecule , which is a part of a protein molecule , 
with embodiments disclosed herein . covalently bond with the aldehyde group of a glucose 

FIG . 5 is a diagram illustrating an exemplary computing molecule . However , when a supplement containing lysine is 
module that may be used to implement any of the embodi administered , the aldehyde group of a glucose molecule may 
ments disclosed herein . 65 bind to the lysine instead of the lysine molecule portion of 

These figures are not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the protein molecule . The supplement may contain D - lysine 
the invention to the precise form disclosed . It should be or L - lysine . Glycation 220 may occur , but AGEs are pre 
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vented from occurring within the body , and glycated hemo input . As more data is stored , a more precise dosage of lysine 
globin may be reduced . Even if Amadori products occur and supplements may be determined to be taken over a period of 
AGEs form , they are not introduced into the body because time . 
the glycated lysine may be harmlessly removed through the Method 300 may also include determining any change in 
urine . As set forth herein , it has been determined that the 5 the dosage of the lysine / zinc supplement , if necessary , as in 
inclusion of zinc significantly increases the efficacy of a step 330. In one embodiment , a visual cue test may help 
supplement containing lysine , thereby allowing for a sig determine whether more or less lysine zinc supplements 
nificant reduction in dosage / pill size with same or better may need to be taken . In another embodiment , a specific 
results . In some embodiments , a dietary supplement may value on a test may indicate whether more or less lysine 
include a combination of lysine , zinc , and other nutritional 10 supplements should be taken . 
supplements , e.g. , vitamin C , vitamin B12 , vitamin E , or FIG . 4 is a flow chart illustrating an example method of 

treating diabetes using lysine / zinc supplements 400. For other nutritional supplements . For example , a dietary example , method 400 may include measuring the current supplement including lysine and vitamin C may improve blood glucose level from a test at step 410. The test may immune system functionality and lower glucose levels 15 include a fingerprick test that quantitatively indicates a FIG . 3 is a flow chart illustrating an example method of blood glucose level . Method 400 may also include deter monitoring the effectiveness of lysine zinc supplements mining blood glucose level at step 420. Using the blood 
from a bio - sample 300. For example , method 300 may glucose level measurement from step 410 , it may be deter 
include administering a lysine / zinc supplement at step 310 . mined that the blood glucose level is too high . Method 400 
The lysine / zinc supplement may be administered in a pill , 20 may also include administering lysine zinc supplements , 
gummy , tablet , shake , capsule , liquid extract , drink , or based on blood glucose level at step 430. If the blood 
nutritional bar medium . The lysine zinc supplement may glucose level is too high , it may be appropriate to administer 
also come in various other mediums . The lysine portion of lysine zinc supplements . The supplement may be adminis 
the lysine / zinc supplement may be D - lysine or L - lysine . tered in a pill , gummy form , tablet , powder for a shake , 
D - lysine , is not naturally produced within the body , and has 25 capsule , liquid extract , drink , or nutritional bar medium . The 
similar chemical characteristics to L - lysine . Simple sugars lysine / zinc supplement may also come in various other 
may interact with D- and L - lysine in lieu of free amino mediums . The appropriate dosage will depend on the mea 
groups in structural proteins within the system . L - lysine sured blood glucose level . 
occurs naturally in the body . Naturally occurring L - lysine Method 400 may also include waiting for lysine to 
may be a side - chain residue of ingested protein . L - lysine 30 interact with absorbed sugars at step 440. After administer 
may have a bitter and / or sweet taste , making it more suitable ing the lysine zinc supplement , a period of time should pass 
for particular supplement mediums . to allow the supplement to interact with the sugar . Method 
Method 300 may also include monitoring the effective 400 may also include measuring blood glucose level after 

ness of the lysine / zinc supplement at step 320. In some administering lysine zinc supplement at step 450. After the 
embodiments , effectiveness of the lysine treatment may be 35 appropriate period of time , the blood glucose level may be 
monitored by analyzing blood or urine samples . The gly tested again to monitor any changes before and after the 
cated lysine may harmlessly pass through the urine upon supplement was taken . If blood glucose levels are within an 
interacting with simple sugars . A urine sample may be appropriate range , no more supplements may need to be 
obtained and analyzed using a fructosamine test that mea taken . Method 400 may also include repeating the above 
sures glycated lysine . In other embodiments , a urine sample 40 steps as necessary to reduce blood glucose levels at step 460 . 
can be analyzed using a visual test . For example , some urine If the measured blood glucose level taken after the lysine / 
tests may expose the urine sample to a reagent which causes zinc supplement is not within an appropriate range , addi 
a color change indicating the concentration range of lysine tional supplements may need to be taken to reduce blood 
within the urine . In some embodiments , a more precise test glucose levels . 
may be used to indicate quantitative levels of glycated lysine 45 As used herein , the terms logical circuit and engine might 
in the urine sample . In addition , the urine sample may also describe a given unit of functionality that may be performed 
be used to monitor blood sugar control , particularly useful in accordance with one or more embodiments of the tech 
for people with diabetes . As the lysine / zinc supplement nology disclosed herein . As used herein , either a logical 
interacts with sugar , less hemoglobin may be glycated as a circuit or an engine might be implemented utilizing any 
result . As a result , blood glucose levels and HbA1c levels 50 form of hardware , software , or a combination thereof . For 
may decrease . example , one or more processors , controllers , ASICS , PLAs , 

In another embodiment , the lysine concentration may be PALS , CPLDs , FPGAs , logical components , software rou 
monitored using an automatic reader . For example , an tines or other mechanisms might be implemented to make up 
optical reader on a smartphone may be used to capture the a engine . In implementation , the various engines described 
lysine concentration measurements taken on a test . An 55 herein might be implemented as discrete engines or the 
optical reader may include a camera on a smartphone . The functions and features described may be shared in part or in 
measurement may be captured by the optical reader using total among one or more engines . In other words , as would 
the test where the glycated lysine concentration was mea be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art after reading 
sured . In some embodiments , the value may be manually this description , the various features and functionality 
input into the automatic reader . An optical reader may 60 described herein may be implemented in any given appli 
capture the measurement and transmit the measurement to a cation and may be implemented in one or more separate or 
data store . Depending on this value , the automatic reader shared engines in various combinations and permutations . 
may provide notifications on whether lysine supplements are Even though various features or elements of functionality 
appropriate to administer . The notification may include a may be individually described or claimed as separate 
pop - up , a vibration , or a noise . The notifications may 65 engines , one of ordinary skill in the art will understand that 
continue over time . The period between notifications may these features and functionality may be shared among one or 
increase over time . The notifications may be stopped by user more common software and hardware elements , and such 
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description shall not require or imply that separate hardware examples illustrate , the storage media 514 can include a 
or software components are used to implement such features computer usable storage medium having stored therein 
or functionality . computer software or data . 
Where components , logical circuits , or engines of the In alternative embodiments , information storage mecha 

technology are implemented in whole or in part using 5 nism 510 might include other similar instrumentalities for 
software , in one embodiment , these software elements may allowing computer programs or other instructions or data to 
be implemented to operate with a computing or logical be loaded into logical circuit 500. Such instrumentalities 
circuit capable of carrying out the functionality described might include , for example , a fixed or removable storage 
with respect thereto . One such example logical circuit is unit 522 and an interface 520. Examples of such storage 
shown in FIG . 5. Various embodiments are described in 10 units 522 and interfaces 520 can include a program cartridge and cartridge interface , a removable memory ( for example , terms of this example logical circuit 500. After reading this a flash memory or other removable memory engine ) and description , it will become apparent to a person skilled in the memory slot , a PCMCIA slot and card , and other fixed or relevant art how to implement the technology using other removable storage units 522 and interfaces 520 that allow logical circuits or architectures . 15 software and data to be transferred from the storage unit 522 Referring now to FIG . 5 , computing system 500 may to logical circuit 500 . represent , for example , computing or processing capabilities Logical circuit 500 might also include a communications 
found within desktop , laptop and notebook computers ; interface 526. Communications interface 526 might be used 
hand - held computing devices ( PDA's , smart phones , cell to allow software and data to be transferred between logical 
phones , palmtops , etc. ) ; mainframes , supercomputers , work- 20 circuit 500 and external devices . Examples of communica 
stations or servers ; or any other type of special - purpose or tions interface 526 might include a modem or softmodem , a 
general - purpose computing devices as may be desirable or network interface ( such as an Ethernet , network interface 
appropriate for a given application or environment . Logical card , WiMedia , IEEE 802.XX or other interface ) , a com 
circuit 500 might also represent computing capabilities munications port ( such as for example , a USB port , IR port , 
embedded within or otherwise available to a given device . 25 RS232 port Bluetooth® interface , or other port ) , or other 
For example , a logical circuit might be found in other communications interface . Software and data transferred via 
electronic devices such as , for example , digital cameras , communications interface 526 might typically be carried on 
navigation systems , cellular telephones , portable computing signals , which can be electronic , electromagnetic ( which 
devices , modems , routers , WAPs , terminals and other elec includes optical ) or other signals capable of being 
tronic devices that might include some form of processing 30 exchanged by a given communications interface 526. These 
capability . signals might be provided to communications interface 526 

via a channel 528. This channel 528 might carry signals and Computing system 500 might include , for example , one or might be implemented using a wired or wireless communi more processors , controllers , control engines , or other pro cation medium . Some examples of a channel might include cessing devices , such as a processor 504. Processor 504 35 a phone line , a cellular link , an RF link , an optical link , a might be implemented using a general - purpose or special network interface , a local or wide area network , and other purpose processing engine such as , for example , a micro wired or wireless communications channels . processor , controller , or other control logic . In the illustrated In this document , the terms “ computer program medium ” example , processor 504 is connected to a bus 502 , although and " computer usable medium ” are used to generally refer 
any communication medium may be used to facilitate inter- 40 to media such as , for example , memory 508 , storage unit 
action with other components of logical circuit 500 or to 520 , media 514 , and channel 528. These and other various 
communicate externally . forms of computer program media or computer usable media 

Computing system 500 might also include one or more may be involved in carrying one or more sequences of one 
memory engines , simply referred to herein as main memory or more instructions to a processing device for execution . 
508. For example , preferably random access memory 45 Such instructions embodied on the medium , are generally 
( RAM ) or other dynamic memory , might be used for storing referred to as " computer program code ” or a “ computer 
information and instructions to be executed by processor program product " ( which may be grouped in the form of 
504. Main memory 508 might also be used for storing computer programs or other groupings ) . When executed , 
temporary variables or other intermediate information dur such instructions might enable the logical circuit 500 to 
ing execution of instructions to be executed by processor 50 perform features or functions of the disclosed technology as 
504. Logical circuit 500 might likewise include a read only discussed herein . 
memory ( “ ROM ” ) or other static storage device coupled to Although FIG . 5 depicts a computer network , it is under 
bus 502 for storing static information and instructions for stood that the disclosure is not limited to operation with a 
processor 504 . computer network , but rather , the disclosure may be prac 

The computing system 500 might also include one or 55 ticed in any suitable electronic device . Accordingly , the 
more various forms of information storage mechanism 510 , computer network depicted in FIG . 5 is for illustrative 
which might include , for example , a media drive 512 and a purposes only and thus is not meant to limit the disclosure 
storage unit interface 520. The media drive 512 might in any respect . 
include a drive or other mechanism to support fixed or While various embodiments of the disclosed technology 
removable storage media 514. For example , a hard disk 60 have been described above , it should be understood that they 
drive , a floppy disk drive , a magnetic tape drive , an optical have been presented by way of example only , and not of 
disk drive , a CD or DVD drive ( R or RW ) , or other limitation . Likewise , the various diagrams may depict an 
removable or fixed media drive might be provided . Accord example architectural or other configuration for the dis 
ingly , storage media 514 might include , for example , a hard closed technology , which is done to aid in understanding the 
disk , a floppy disk , magnetic tape , cartridge , optical disk , a 65 features and functionality that can be included in the dis 
CD or DVD , or other fixed or removable medium that is read closed technology . The disclosed technology is not restricted 
by , written to or accessed by media drive 512. As these to the illustrated example architectures or configurations , but 
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the desired features can be implemented using a variety of The presence of broadening words and phrases such as 
alternative architectures and configurations . Indeed , it will “ one or more , " " at least , " " but not limited to ” or other like 
be apparent to one of skill in the art how alternative phrases in some instances shall not be read to mean that the 
functional , logical or physical partitioning and configura narrower case is intended or required in instances where 
tions can be implemented to implement the desired features 5 such broadening phrases may be absent . The use of the term “ engine ” does not imply that the components or function of the technology disclosed herein . Also , a multitude of ality described or claimed as part of the engine are all different constituent engine names other than those depicted configured in a common package . Indeed , any or all of the herein can be applied to the various partitions . various components of an engine , whether control logic or 

Additionally , with regard to flow diagrams , operational other components , can be combined in a single package or 
descriptions and method claims , the order in which the steps separately maintained and can further be distributed in 
are presented herein shall not mandate that various embodi multiple groupings or packages or across multiple locations . 
ments be implemented to perform the recited functionality in Additionally , the various embodiments set forth herein are 
the same order unless the context dictates otherwise . described in terms of exemplary block diagrams , flow charts 

and other illustrations . As will become apparent to one of Although the disclosed technology is described above in 
terms of various exemplary embodiments and implementa ordinary skill in the art after reading this document , the 

illustrated embodiments and their various alternatives can be tions , it should be understood that the various features , implemented without confinement to the illustrated aspects and functionality described in one or more of the 
individual embodiments are not limited in their applicability examples . For example , block diagrams and their accompa 
to the particular embodiment with which they are described , nying description should not be construed as mandating a 
but instead can be applied , alone or in various combinations , particular architecture or configuration . 

What is claimed is : to one or more of the other embodiments of the disclosed 
technology , whether or not such embodiments are described 1. A method of monitoring blood glucose levels , the 
and whether or not such features are presented as being a method comprising : 
part of a described embodiment . Thus , the breadth and scope measuring a current blood glucose level of a user with 

diabetes from a test ; of the technology disclosed herein should not be limited by 
any of the above - described exemplary embodiments . determining the current blood glucose level ; and 

Terms and phrases used in this document , and variations administering a supplement to the user consisting of 
thereof , unless otherwise expressly stated , should be con lysine and zinc . 
strued as open ended as opposed to limiting . As examples of 30 fingerprick test that quantitatively indicates a blood glucose 2. The method of claim 1 , wherein the test comprises a 
the foregoing : the term “ including ” should be read as level . meaning “ including , without limitation ” or the like ; the term 
“ example ” is used to provide exemplary instances of the 3. The method of claim 1 , further comprising measuring 
item in discussion , not an exhaustive or limiting list thereof ; a second blood glucose level after administering the supple 

ment . the terms “ a ” or “ an ” should be read as meaning “ at least 
one , ” “ one or more ” or the like ; and adjectives such as 4. The method of claim 3 , further comprising : based on 
“ conventional , " “ traditional , " “ normal , ” " standard , ” the second blood glucose level , administering another 
“ known ” and terms of similar meaning should not be supplement comprising lysine and zinc . 
construed as limiting the item described to a given time 5. The method of claim 1 , wherein administering the 
period or to an item available as of a given time , but instead 40 form of a pill , gummy , tablet , shake , capsule , liquid extract , 

supplement comprises administering the supplement in the 
should be read to encompass conventional , traditional , nor drink , or nutritional bar medium . mal , or standard technologies that may be available or 
known now or at any time in the future . Likewise , where this 6. The method of claim 1 , wherein the lysine portion of 
document refers to technologies that would be apparent or the supplement comprises D - lysine . 
known to one of ordinary skill in the art , such technologies 45 the supplement comprises L - lysine . 7. The method of claim 1 , wherein the lysine portion of 
encompass those apparent or known to the skilled artisan 
now or at any time in the future . 
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